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Abstract 6 

High order schemes have been developed for a quite long time, and many famous schemes arise like 7 

Discontinuous Galerkin (DG), Spectral Difference (SD) and WENO schemes, etc. The Flux Reconstruction 8 

(FR) scheme proposed by Huynh has attracted the attention of researchers for its simplicity and 9 

efficiency. It’s written in differential form and bridges the DG and SD schemes, which can be constructed 10 

with a proper choice of parameter. In this paper, realize FR scheme based on the framework of the open 11 

source Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) library p4est. To capture shock sharply, the performance of 12 

Localized Laplacian Artificial Viscosity (LLAV) and In-cell Piecewise Integrated Solution methods are 13 

compared. As an important way of reducing computational cost, AMR technique integrated in p4est is 14 

also combined with FR. The performance of the developed code is tested in both one dimensional and 15 

two dimensional and get some quite attracting results. 16 

 17 
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 20 

1 Introduction  21 

There has been a great development in computational fluid dynamics in recent years. The Finite 22 

Volume Method (FVM) has obtained a great success, and was applied in both commercial 23 

application and academic research widely. However with the increasing requirement for efficiency 24 

and precision, FVM shows a poor performance in the simulation of turbulence, capturing of shock, 25 

combustion, or the vortex propagation. This motivates researchers to explore new methods to 26 

overcome this difficulty.   27 

There are basically two ways to minimize error. One is the development of high order schemes. 28 

High order methods show a better performance than FVM by constructing high order distribution 29 

function with local information. The well-known high order scheme Discontinuous Galerkin 30 

method (DG) was first proposed by Reed [1] and was extended to CFD by Shu [2] later. It’s easy to 31 

implement and is stable, which is important in CFD research. It has attracted researches to modify 32 

DG scheme. Later based on DG, many mutants like the SD [3], SV [4] [5] schemes of DG were 33 

developed.  34 

In 2007 Huynh [6] proposed Flux Reconstruction scheme. It is easy to implement and with a 35 

proper choice of solution points and correction function, both DG scheme and SD scheme can be 36 

constructed directly, and is simpler than both of them in some way. Because FR scheme only 37 

involves local cells and the values on the boundary of adjacent cells, which makes the scheme 38 
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compact and suitable for parallel simulation.  39 

In 2009, Wang developed the LCP (Lifting Collocation Penalty) [7] scheme, which adds a 40 

correction part in control equations, and can be regarded as an extension of FR scheme to 41 

triangular elements. Later LCP was extended to Navier-Stokes equations in both three dimensional 42 

and two dimensional [8][9][10]. As FR and LCP scheme have much in common, Wang and Huynh 43 

called these two schemes CPR (Correction Procedure with Reconstruction) scheme. Jameson [11] 44 

first proved that SD scheme is stable with Soblev norm. Later based on Jameson’s criteria a new 45 

scheme called ESFR [12] (energy stable flux reconstruction) which is a one parameter scheme was 46 

proposed by Vincent et al. With a parameter "c" of infinite range chosen, DG scheme, SD scheme or 47 

the g2 scheme in Huynh's paper can be constructed easily. With the help of math tools, Jameson 48 

[13] optimized the FR and ESFR approach and gave the optimized versions which showed a better 49 

performance than the original ones. 50 

To reduce the calculation amount of FR approach, DFR (Direct Flux Reconstruction) scheme [14] 51 

was developed, which doesn't need to calculate correction part and is also suitable for matrix 52 

operation which is more efficient. In 2016 Romeo [15] extended DFR to triangular element, which 53 

adds an imaginary edge to triangle cell and gets a quadrant. In this way the DFR scheme can be 54 

implemented in unstructured mesh without much change in the primary programs and is easy to 55 

realize. Later Romeo and Witherden [16] extended DFR to triangular elements in advection-56 

diffusion problem. In 2018 Wang Lai [17] proposed the CDFR (Compact Direct Flux Reconstruction) 57 scheme, it doesn’t need to construct high order polynomials explicitly, and is proven equivalent 58 

with DFR. 59 

It's easy for high order schemes to get high accuracy when solutions are smooth. However when 60 

there exists shock, contact discontinuities or vacuum, non-physical oscillation could occur near 61 

these discontinuities, which could cause fake solutions or even divergence. To overcome this 62 

problem, a lot of researches aiming at suppressing oscillations near discontinuities have been done. 63 

The limiter and artificial viscosity are the most popular techniques. Basically the limiter tends to 64 

limit the solution to a specified range which is applied directly to solution rather than flux. In DG 65 

type schemes Cockburn [18] proposed a TVB type limiter, Du Jie [19] developed a WENO type 66 

limiter for CPR scheme. Park et al [20] introduced a multidimensional limiter for CPR. And there 67 

are other limiters can be found in [21] [22]. Artificial viscosity mainly adds a viscosity term in 68 

control equations, equivalent to apply a viscous term in the whole domain. In artificial viscosity, 69 

the LAD (Localized Artificial Diffusivity) [23] and LLAV (Localized Laplacian Artificial Viscosity) 70 

[24] and have been applied widely [25, 26, 27, 28]. And there are some other ways of shock 71 

capturing like filtering technique can be found in [29] and the newly developed In-cell Piecewise 72 

Integrated Solution method [30][31].  73 

The other way to minimize error is using smaller computing cells. And compared to simply 74 

refining grids the Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) technique is a clear choice which can get more 75 

precise results with much less computational cost. And has been widely used in many kinds of 76 

commercial software.  77 

AMR changes grid structure according to flow properties to refine grids where solution changes 78 

rapidly, or coarsen grids otherwise. Basically there are three types of AMR [32][33], the adaptive 79 

h-, r- and p-refinement methods. Adaptive h-refinement mainly refines or coarsens cells which 80 

would change the structure of primary grid, makes it more complicate. Adaptive r-refinement 81 

stands for moving grid points without changing of grid connecting relation. Besides, because of 82 
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moving grid points, adaptive r-refinement could cause poor quality of cells. The p-refinement is to 83 

adaptively use different orders of solution. Also there are some researches that combine these 84 

methods. 85 It’s obvious to utilize the advantages of both high order scheme and AMR. In this paper combine 86 

FR scheme with AMR technique and test the shock capturing ability of LLAV and In-cell Piecewise 87 

Integrated solution methods. The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. The FR scheme is 88 

introduced in Sec.2. Different shock capturing methods and AMR technique are introduced in Sec.3. 89 

Sec.4 shows some numerical results in both one and two dimensional. The research is summarized 90 

briefly in final section.  91 

 92 

2 FR scheme 93 

2.1 One dimensional FR scheme 94 

In this section FR scheme is introduced in one dimensional conservation law  95 

 


+ =
 

( , )
0x

f u uu

t x
.  (1) 96 

First consider partitioning the computational domain [a, b] into N non-overlapping cells, define 97 

i-th cell with − += 1 2 1 2[ , ], 1,2......
i i i

E x x i N . In order to normalize FR scheme, transform each cell 98 

into a standard cell [-1, 1], and the local coordinate is , the transformation between x and is 99 
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 , (2) 100 

here + −= −1/2 1/2i i i
h x x is the length of i-th cell, + −= +1/2 1/2( )/ 2

i i i
x x x  is the coordinate of the center 101 

of i-th cell. Here choose K points  =, 1,2......
k

k K as solution points to define the standard cell, the 102 

left and right boundary points are flux points. Assume the value , ( )n

i k
u t at time t on each solution 103 

point is known, without confusion write , ( )n

i k
u t  as , ( )

i k
u t . In FR, there are many kinds of solution 104 

points to use, such as Gauss points, Lobatto points and equidistant points. With Lagrange 105 

interpolation, a polynomial of degree K-1 can be constructed.  106 
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wherek is the K-th Lagrange basis function 108 
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−
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1,

( )
K

j

k

j j k k j

. (4) 109 

It's easy to know that the solutions on the boundary of adjacent cells are basically different. To 110 

construct a continuous distribution function, Huynh introduced the correction concept which adds 111 

a correction function of degree K to flux function.  112 

To consider the interaction of neighboring cells, common value on boundary needs to be 113 

considered. Use L and R to represent the value on left and right boundary, 114 

 + + += = = = −1/ 2, 1/ 2, 1(1), ( 1)
L i L i R i R i

u u u u u u ,  (5) 115 
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Here the flux function is not continuous. Riemann flux id used as the common flux, in this paper 116 

the well-known Roe scheme is chosen. 117 

 = ( , )com

c Roe L R
f f u u .  (6) 118 

With correction function ( )g , the continuous flux function can be written as 119 

     − += + − − + −1/2 1/2( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) ( ) ( (1)) ( )C com com

i i i L i i R
f f f f g f f g , (7) 120 

here the last two terms are the correction of left and right boundary. 
L

g and
R

g are the left and 121 

right correction function respectively, which satisfy 122 

 
− = =
− = =

( 1) 1, (1) 0

( 1) 0, (1) 1
L L

R R

g g

g g
 . (8) 123 

There are many types of correction function can be applied which can be found in Huynh's 124 

research. In particular, Radau function makes the scheme of order 2K-1. In this paper, Radau 125 

function is applied to get high accuracy.
 

126 

To solve the conservation law, flux function needs to be differentiated.
 127 

 ( ) ( )


   − + = + − − + −1/2 1/2( ) ( ) ( ( 1)) ( ) ( (1)) ( )C com com

i k i k i i L k i i R k
f f f f g f f g .  (9) 128 

By now the derivative of flux in computational domain is complete, with the transform equation 129 

of x and , we can get the derivative in physical domain 130 

  
 =,

2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )C C

i x i k i i k

i

f x f
h

. (10) 131 

And the conservation law becomes 132 

 
 = −, 2

( ) ( )i k C

i k

i

du
f

dt h
. (11) 133 

Huynh pointed that in linear cases the choice of correction function has a great influence on the 134 

stability and precision, the order of scheme is irrelevant with the type of solution points. In 135 

Jameson's research [34], the type of solution point is important for it can affect the energy property 136 

and aliasing error when conservation laws are non-linear. Gauss points can eliminate aliasing error. 137 

In this paper Gauss points are chosen as solution points. Finally, explicit or implicit time marching 138 

methods can be applied to solve the differential equations. 139 

 140 

2.2 Two dimensional FR scheme 141 

For quadrilateral mesh, it’s easy to extend FR scheme to two dimensional without much effort. In 142 

this paper the grid lines of applied mesh are all horizontal or vertical. And the calculation can be 143 

conducted directly in one dimensional manner. 144 

 145 

3 Shock Capturing and Adaptive Mesh Refinement 146 

To overcome the problem of high order schemes in shock cases, shock capturing techniques need 147 

to be applied. In this section the artificial viscosity and in-cell piecewise integrated solution 148 

methods are introduced and compared. To improve computing efficiency the adaptive mesh 149 

refinement technique is also presented. 150 

 151 
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3.1 Artificial Viscosity 152 

Basically Artificial Viscosity technique is constructed based on local value, which is easy to 153 

implement in high order schemes. But how to define the amount of viscosity is still an open 154 

question for there are adjustable parameters that are problem dependent.  155 

  In this paper, the LLAV (Localized Laplacian Artificial viscosity) method proposed by Persson 156 

[24] is applied, which has the property of limiting shock within a cell. The LLAV method adds a 157 

Laplacian diffusivity term in control equations, which makes the equations become 158 

 ( ) ( )
+  =   

t

U
F U U . (12) 159 

On the right hand side is the Laplacian artificial viscosity term,  is the viscosity parameter, which 160 

is relevant to the property of local flow. In Persson’s research,  /h p , h is the cell size, P is the 161 

order of solution polynomial. And  is expressed as follow 162 

 


 

  


 

 −
 −= + −   +
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0

0 0
0 0

0 0

0

( )
(1 sin )

2 2

e

e

e

e

s s

s s
s s s

s s

,  (13) 163 

here
e

s is the smooth indicator which will be introduced shortly. In equation(13),  0 is the added 164 

artificial viscosity which can be regarded as the function of  max and Pe clet number Pe, size of 165 

grid cell h and the maximum characteristic speed  max| |  166 

 ( )  =   0 max max
,f Pe h , (14) 167 

where  max is the ratio of the distance of two solution points and cell length, which has a range168 

 max [0,1] . Set Pe equals to 2.  And there are different functions for function  max( , )f Pe  as 169 

shown in Fig. 1. In this paper linear function is chosen. 170 

 ( ) 



 = − +max

max

2
,f Pe

Pe Pe
.  (15) 171 

 172 

Fig. 1 Different functions for ( ) max ,f Pe  [28] 173 

For there should be no artificial viscosity in smooth region, the shock indicator is necessary. 174 

Persson introduced the shock indicator below. First, the solution polynomial is expressed with 175 

orthogonal basis 176 

 
=

= 
( )

1

N p

i i

i

u u . (16) 177 

Here choose density as u. N(p) is the number of basis function, i  is the orthogonal basis, i
u is the 178 
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coefficient for each basis function. And for each element e give the truncated P-1-th order 179 

polynomial 180 

 
−

=

= 
( 1)

1

ˆ
N p

i i

i

u u . (17) 181 

And we can get the smooth indicator 182 

 

− −
=

= 10

ˆ ˆ( , )

( , )
log

e

e

e

e e

u u u u
S

u u

s S

,  (18) 183 

here 41/
e

S p  , = −0 103logs p , is an experimental coefficient which is basically chosen between 184 

3 and 6. 185 

 186 

3.2 In-cell Piecewise Integrated Solution 187 

The In-cell Piecewise Integrated solution is a shock capturing method proposed by Huera [30] 188 

applied in DG scheme and extended to FR by Yi L U [31]. The idea of In-cell Piecewise Integrated 189 

solution is to construct constant solution in each sub-cell and reconstruct the distribution function. 190 

It doesn’t need neighboring cell’s information compared to artificial viscosity method. In order to 191 

construct the piecewise constant solution, need to partition each cell into sub-cells containing 192 

solution points. For FR scheme, the solution points are located inside cell, the sub-cells could be 193 

constructed containing each point. The constant solution at each solution point can be constructed 194 

as  195 

 ( ) = ,

1

j
e j e

e
j

u u de
V

. (19) 196 

Here j
e is the sub-cell containing j-th solution point, j

V is the volume of j
e . The new solution 197 

,
new

e j
u at each solution point could be obtained as follow 198 

 ( )  = − +, , ,1new

e j e j e j
u u u , (20) 199 

here [0,1] , it depends on the smoothness of solution. And it can be calculated with 200 

aforementioned shock indicator. 201 

 202 

3.3 Adaptive mesh refinement method  203 

In this paper, the AMR library p4est was applied to realize AMR efficiently. P4est [35] is an open 204 

source AMR library provides many useful functions. Based on octree data structure, p4est has a 205 

complete system of parallel generating mesh, refining mesh, coarsening mesh, load balancing, cell 206 

searching, etc. It has a high parallel efficiency and is scalable. And the code is developed under the 207 

framework of p4est. 208 

 209 

3.3.1 Grid adaption criteria 210 

In AMR, besides the complicate data structure and the algorithms, another important question is 211 

the decision whether to refine or coarsen the grid during simulation. In fluid dynamics the common 212 

choice is the gradient of physical variables, which regards that regions where flow changes rapidly 213 
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have important influence to the precision. And many physical variables could be chosen as 214 

indicator like density, temperature, pressure, entropy, etc.  215 

Basically, there are some differences in the choice of indicator for different flows. In flows that 216 

contain discontinuities, the shock detector could be used as the indicator. When  −0e
s s , which 217 

means solution is smooth, the grid is marked “coarsen”. Otherwise it indicates that discontinuities 218 

exist, and the grid is marked “refine”. In flows without discontinuity, the vortex flow is more 219 

important. To accomplish a better vortex simulation, the following criteria presented in [36] is used 220 

  = 
3
2| |

ci i
dV   (21) 221 

 


 ==

 2

1

N

ci

i

c
N

  (22) 222 

Where V is the speed vector, =
i i

d V , 
i

V is the volume of the i-th cell. N is the number of cells. If223 

 
ci c

, mark the cell “refine”, otherwise mark the cell “coarsen”. 224 

 
225 

3.3.2 Nonconforming data projection 226 

As mentioned above, FR scheme needs to calculate the common flux on each cell boundary at each 227 

time step. When computational grid is uniform and stationary, the edges of neighboring cells have 228 

the same length and flux points are collocated. And common numerical flux can be calculated 229 

directly. When AMR is applied, the common edges may be not equal length, called non-conforming 230 

edge. In this case, the flux points on each edge are not collocated, which is shown in Fig. 2. To 231 

calculate common flux, some projection needs to be conducted. Here the Mortar Element Method 232 

(MEM)[37][38] is applied. And the L2 projection is applied to project data when mesh is refined or 233 

coarsened. 234 

 235 
Fig. 2 Nonconforming edge 236 

 237 

4 Numerical results  238 

In order to test the shock capturing ability of FR scheme, we have tested several shock cases in both 239 

one and two dimensional. The shock capturing with AMR is also tested in the Euler vortex and 240 

double Mach reflection cases. And the time marching method applied here is the three stage Runge-241 

Kutta method. 242 

 243 
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4.1 One dimensional cases 244 

4.1.1 SOD shock tube 245 

The SOD shock tube problem is a classic case of shock capturing, with the initial condition 246 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )



= 

= 

, , 1.0,0.0,1.0 0.5

, , 0.125,0.0,0.1 0.5

L L L

R R R

u p x

u p x
 . (23) 247 

In this paper, the grid size is dx=1/100. Fig. 3 shows the results with artificial viscosity and in-248 

cell piecewise constant approximation methods. And they are compared with different order at 249 

t=0.2s. From the results we can see that both the methods show satisfying results of shock 250 

capturing, which solve shock precisely with little oscillation. On the other hand, the numerical 251 

solution is more precise with the solution order increased, which is also the same as expected. 252 

  253 
(a) Density distribution                                   (b) Zoom in result 254 

Fig. 3 Density results of SOD shock tube 255 

 256 

4.1.2 One dimensional Shu-Osher problem 257 

The well-known Shu-Osher problem is the interaction of a density sine wave with a shock with 258 

speed of Mach 3 moving to right. It contains small flow structures and shock. The initial condition 259 

of Shu-Osher problem is 260 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )



=  −

= +  −

, , 3.857413,2.629369,10.333 4

, , 1 0.2sin(5 ),0.0,1.0 4

L L L

R R R

u p x

u p x x
 . (24) 261 

The computational domain is [-5, 5], the grid size is 1/20, the order of accuracy is 3, Fig. 4 shows 262 

the density results at t=1.8s. From the results, we can see that both the methods are capable of 263 

capturing small flow structure and there is no obvious oscillation near shock. 264 
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  265 

(a) Density distribution                                          (b) Zoom in result 266 

Fig. 4 Density results of Shu-Osher problem 267 

 268 

4.2 Two dimensional cases 269 

4.2.1 Shock-Vortex interaction 270 

The shock-vortex interaction flow of the stationary shock of Mach 1.1 interacts with an isentropic 271 

vortex. Here third order scheme is applied. The case has a computational domain of    0,2 0,1 , 272 

the grid size is 1/60, the stationary shock is placed at x=0.5. Pre-shock initial condition is273 

 =( , , , ) (1.0,1.1 ,0.0,1.0)
L L L L

u v p , the isentropic vortex center is located at =( , ) (0.25,0.25)
c c

x y , 274 

the vortex flow condition on the left of shock is  275 

 

  

 

 



 


 

 



− −

−

−

−
= −

=

=

=

2

2

2

1

2 2 (1 ) 1

(1 )

(1 )

1
(1 )

4

cos

sin

e

u e

v e

p

 . (25) 276 

Here = − + −2 2( ) ( )
c c

r x x y y ,  is the vortex strength,  is the decay rate, c
r is the radius of 277 

vortex,  is the angle between the line solution point and vortex center with x axis. In this paper,278 

 = = − =0.3, 0.204, 0.05
c

r . Fig. 5 shows the pressure results at t=0.8s with both artificial viscosity 279 

and in-cell piecewise constant approximation.  280 

From this case it can be seen that both the methods can capture shock without affecting the 281 

vortex precision. In spite of these results, another results is the artificial viscosity runs slower 282 

compared with the in-cell piecewise constant approximation. The problem is although the artificial 283 

viscosity could get better results, but it has some problem dependent parameters which are not 284 

easy to determine. 285 
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  286 

(a) Result with Artificial viscosity                    (b) Result with piecewise constant approximation 287 

Fig. 5 Pressure contour results of Shock-vortex Interaction 288 

 289 

4.3 Cases with adaptive mesh refinement 290 

4.3.1 The isentropic Euler vortex 291 

The isentropic vortex is a classical case usually used to test the precision of numerical schemes. It 292 

adds a vortex flow to the uniform flow of initial condition of     =( , , , ) (1,1,1,1)u v p , ( , )
c c

x y is 293 

vortex center, the initial vortex condition is  294 

 






 


−

−

−

= − −

= −

−
= −

= − + −

2

2

2

0.5(1 )

0.5(1 )

2
1

2

2 2

( )
2

( )
2

( 1)

8

( ) ( )

R

c

R

c

R

c c

u y y e

v x x e

T e

R x x y y

 , (26) 295 

Here =5 , the computational domain is    0 10,0 10x y , the vortex center is located at (5, 5), 296 

the boundary condition is periodic condition, and the grid is 20 20 . In this paper, the FR scheme 297 

with AMR is tested with this case. Here give the results at t=10s. Fig. 6 shows the computational 298 

grid at different time.  Fig. 7 shows the density distribution with different order and with AMR. 299 

From these results we can see that the grid could automatically refine and coarsen with the vortex 300 

indicator without affecting precision, which greatly improves the simulation. 301 

 302 

Fig. 6 Mesh distribution of Euler vortex at different time 303 
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 304 

Fig. 7 Density distribution at y=0 305 

 306 

4.3.2 Oblique shock reflection 307 

In this paper, mainly third order scheme is applied for 2D cases. First we tested the oblique 308 

shock reflection problem. The initial condition is the oblique shock of Mach 3 reflected on an 309 

inviscid wall with an inflow angle of 29 degree respect to x axis. The results are shown in Fig. 310 

9, it’s easy to find out that with AMR the shock is much sharper than the original one. 311 

 312 

(a) Density result                                       (b) Mesh Distribution 313 

Fig. 8 Results of oblique shock reflection without AMR 314 

 315 

(a) Density result                                      (b) Mesh Distribution 316 

Fig. 9 Results of oblique shock reflection with AMR 317 

 318 

4.3.3 Double Mach reflection 319 

The double Mach reflection problem is to simulate the flow of an oblique shock of Mach 10 is used 320 

to test the scheme’s ability of capturing strong shock. The double Mach reflection problem has a 321 

computational domain of [0,4] [0,1] , the lower boundary at  0 1/ 6x and the left boundary are 322 

set the post-shock initial condition, lower boundary at  1/ 6 4x is set the reflect wall condition., 323 

right boundary is set free outflow condition, upper boundary is set the same as the exact movement 324 

of shock. The pre-shock and post-shock initial condition is 325 

 ( )




=

= −

( , , , ) (1.4,0,0,1)

( , , , ) 8,8.25cos30 , 8.25sin 30 ,116.5

pre pre pre pre

post post post post

u v p

u v p
.  (27) 326 
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In this case, the initial grid size is 1/60, with third order simulation, and capture shock with 327 

artificial viscosity. Fig. 10 shows the density contour and grid distribution at t=0.2s. Fig. 11 shows 328 

the zoom in result of Double Mach Reflection. From these results, we can see that with artificial 329 

viscosity, the shock could be captured precisely, and with the grid refinement in shock region, the 330 

shock is sharp and flow structure is precise. 331 

 332 

(a) Density result                                      (b) Mesh Distribution 333 

Fig. 10 Results of Double Mach Reflection 334 

 335 

Fig. 11 Zoom in result of Double Mach Reflection 336 

 337 

5 Summary 338 

In this paper, FR scheme is realized based on the framework of AMR library p4est in two 339 

dimensional. Compare the performance of shock capturing ability of the Artificial Viscosity and In-340 

cell Piecewise Integrated solution methods. Both of them show pleasant results, the Artificial 341 

Viscosity can have more precise results but is more complex and needs to adjust parameters which 342 

are problem dependent.  343 

With the help of p4est, the AMR is added to the code. From the simulation of both subsonic and 344 

supersonic cases we can see that the AMR is successfully applied to FR scheme. 345 

 346 

5.1 Further work 347 

1. Only cases in Euler equations are simulated, the Navier-Stokes equations will be added to the 348 

code; 349 

2. Three dimensional simulation will be added to the system; 350 

3. The curved boundary needs to be applied in real geometry; 351 

4. The time marching method is Runge-Kutta method, which has a strict limitation to time step, 352 

later the implicit time marching methods would be added. 353 

 354 
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